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The Dirac-type time-frequency distribution (TFD), regarded as ideal TFD, has long been desired. It, until the present
time, cannot be implemented, due to the fact that there has been no appropriate representation of signals leading to
such TFD. Instead, people have been developing other types of TFD, including the Wigner and the windowed Fourier
transform types. This paper promotes a practical passage leading to a Dirac-type TFD. Based on the proposed function
decomposition method, viz., adaptive Fourier decomposition, we establish a rigorous and practical Dirac-type TFD the-
ory. We do follow the route of analytic signal representation of signals founded and developed by Garbo, Ville, Cohen,
Boashash, Picinbono, and others. The difference, however, is that our treatment is theoretically throughout and rigorous.
To well illustrate the new theory and the related TFD, we include several examples and experiments of which some are in
comparison with the most commonly used TFDs. Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. Introduction

Instantaneous frequency (IF) and time-frequency distribution (TFD) are important subjects in signal processing [1–11]. The purpose is
to provide the representative energy density of a signal in both time and frequency [7]. There, however, have been different approaches
and understandings towards frequency, or IF [1]. Together with IF, mono-component (MC), and multi-component are among those
most concerned by signal analysts. In the literature, they are described as ‘A signal is said to be a MC, if for this signal, there is only one
frequency or a narrow range of frequencies varying as a function of time; and, it is a multi-component if it is not a mono-component’
[1]. In this definition, neither the meaning of ‘frequency’ nor that of ‘narrow range’ is precisely defined. IF, band of IF, and others are
not defined because they are thought of as something that objectively exists. According to what is said on MC, although one generally
agrees that a single sinusoid or linear combinations of two sinusoids of particular types are MCs, there are, however, no general methods
to judge whether a given signal is a MC or not. In the book of Cohen [7], he raises five famous paradoxes in relation to the frequency
concept. Boashash, as a pioneer signal analyst in the late 20th century, cited ‘. . . , the definition of IF is controversial, application-related,
and empirically assessed’ [1]. This situation has been lasting: Until now, an acceptable theoretical foundation of signal processing has
not been established.

In the classical analysis, frequency is often referred to the Fourier frequency. When signal analysts concern ‘ time-varying frequency’,
they still, and often tacitly, refer to Fourier frequency. Such ambiguity could cause conceptual confusion. Like Fourier, there exist
different types of frequencies. In wavelet decomposition, for instance, the dilation parameter plays the role of frequency. Integral
transformations given by short-time Fourier transform (STFT), Wigner–Ville distribution (WVD), and others are alternatives to series
expansions having their own sense of frequency [1]. There are also frequencies defined through empirical mode decomposition [12]
and ˛-counting frequency [13]. In order to apply the notion of frequency in the analysis of nonstationary signals, it would be necessary
to introduce a new and basic family of functions that are nonstationary and of an oscillatory form so that the notion of ‘frequency’ is
attainable [1].

Let s.t/ be a complex-valued or real-valued signal with, respectively, the amplitude-phase representation s.t/ D �.t/ei�.t/ or s.t/ D
�.t/ cos �.t/, where � is non-negative and � is real-valued. If the phase derivative � 0.t/ could be well defined, then a Dirac-type TFD
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could be given by the following:

P.t,!/ D �.t/ı.! � � 0.t//, (1)

where the Dirac ı function is defined as ı.0/ D 1 and ı.t/ D 0, t ¤ 0. Existing knowledge on the Dirac-type TFD is referred to, for
instance, Cohen [6]. A more general form of the Dirac-type TFD is cited in [2]:

P.t,!/ D A.t,!/ı.! � � 0.t//, (2)

where A.t,!/ is the time-frequency representation of the amplitude function �.t/. It is quoted in [2] that for MC signals of the form
�.t/ei�.t/, it would be intuitively satisfying to generate a TFD of the form (2). The same paper further quotes ‘Few distributions consid-
ered at present provide a TFD of the form given in (2).’ Taking the WVD as an example, if a signal is with a large bandwidth time [2] and
satisfies � .n/.t/ D 0 for n � 3, then its WVD is approximately of the form (2). Signals with quadratic phase functions, therefore, satisfy
the required conditions [2]. Those restrictive conditions on signals are, of course, neither natural nor practical. Although the Dirac-type
TFD is desired, being frequently mentioned and regarded as ideal, neither its theory nor its applications have been developed. A gen-
eral TFD theory and practice should deal with not only signals of linear or quadratic phase, and of smooth phase, such as combination
of trigonometric and chirp signals, but also, in general, those of only finite energy, and in particular non-smooth ones.

There exist well-developed formulations in time-energy distribution and frequency-energy distribution, separately. The separated
time-energy density and frequency-energy density are not sufficient to present at a time moment which frequencies and how much
of each of them are contained in the signal. Time-frequency representations and ‘IF estimations’ have been studied by many authors,
including [1, 2, 5–7, 10, 14–23]. STFT and the WVD are among currently used major techniques for time-frequency analysis for determin-
istic signals. Our study on adaptive Fourier decomposition (AFD)-based TFD in the present paper is mainly for bringing in a coherent
and theoretical foundation of signal analysis. It is not for a thorough comparison between all the existing methods. Nevertheless, we
conduct several experiments for illustrations.

A rigorous definition of MCs is recently proposed and developed by Qian et al. [24–40]. The new MC definition complies with the
idea of the existing MC literature [1], but it is not the same. With rigorous mathematical formulation, the former has the capacity for
classifying and representing all types of signals with finite energy into MCs, developing a family of adaptive MC decompositions and
relevant topics, as well as being applied in signals analysis and processing. It is a fact that for any multi-component, there exist MC
series decompositions that can converge as fast as one desires [31]. To gain certain stability of MC decomposition, we adopt AFD, or, in
other terminology, adaptive Takenaka–Malmquist systems [29, 33, 35–37]. Among different kinds of MC decompositions, in this paper,
we use a particular one called n-Best AFD, being equivalent to n-Best rational approximation [36]. Based on n-Best AFD, the Dirac-type
TFD is realized in this paper.

The theory of AFD-based TFD addresses the main criteria of TFDs, including IF, TFD, marginal distribution, spectrum density, mean of
IF, conditional mean of IF, standard deviation of frequency, standard deviation of time, and covariance. The orthogonality of real AFD
decomposition and a new uncertainty principle with respect to TFDs of MCs are proved in the Appendix. Through n-Best AFD, time-
varying IFs are obtained out of the composing MCs. The present paper is a further development of the AFD-based TFD study initially
in [41].

The writing plan of this paper is as follow. The theoretical foundation of MC with detailed description and illustrative examples is
given in Section 2. Besides serving as a complete summary of the existing theory, it further develops the MC theory through introducing
two finer classes of MCs, namely, normal MCs (NMCs) and abnormal MCs (ANMC). The section gives new and non-trivial examples of
nonlinear phases of the two kinds. AFD and n-Best AFD are briefly introduced in Section 3. Principles of AFD-based Dirac-type TFD are
introduced in Section 4. Experiments with comparisons are given in Section 5. The conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

The MC function theory and AFD are available in two parallel contexts, viz., the unit circle and the real line. In this paper, we will con-
centrate on the unit circle case corresponding to signals living on compact intervals. The two contexts have their individual orthogonal
rational systems, but the ideas on adaptive decompositions and Dirac-type TFDs in the two contexts are exactly the same.

2. Mono-component

For a complex-valued signal in the quadrature form, the IF is conventionally defined to be the phase derivative [7]. Some significant
relations can be deduced based on such defined frequency, which include the following:

h!iOs D h�
0is, (3)

where the Os-mean uses the measure jOs.!/j2d!, ! is the Fourier frequency, and the s-mean uses the measure js.t/j2dt, where t is the
time variable (also see the formula after (35)). There are also similar relations for group delay and the induced ones for the derivations
[7,26]. Such definition of IF has certain obstacles and limitations: (1) It is available only for complex piece-wise smooth signals, including
quadrature signals with linear and polynomial phases, and (2) various quantities in signal analysis, including means of frequency, and
others, which cannot be made well qualified or with the expected significance if negative phase derivatives are present. For real-valued
signals such definition of frequency have the extra problem of non-uniqueness of amplitude-phase representations s.t/ D �.t/ cos �.t/.
What is needed is a uniform treatment of all smooth and non-smooth, real and complex signals together. The analytic signal approach
proposed by Gabor [42] can well treat the non-uniqueness problem. Let s be a signal of finite energy; it can be real and complex valued.
Then s C iHs is the analytic signal associated with s, where H is the Hilbert transformation in the context. The property of the Hilbert
transformation makes the zero spectrum on all negative Fourier frequencies (no matter whether s is real valued or complex valued)
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of s C iHs. The relation (3) implies the weak non-negative property h� 0is � 0 for analytic signals. The analytic signal approach has
been paid closed attention by renowned signal analysts including Cohen, Boashash, Picibono, and Huang [1–3, 5–7, 12, 43]. In signal
analysis, a TFD is desired to be non-negative because it represents the energy. Another desired property is that the conditional mean
of the distributional frequency is identical with phase derivative (38). This property is enjoyed by the Dirac-type distribution given by
(1). The conditional mean property together with the positivity of TFD implies that � 0.t/ � 0, almost everywhere (a.e.). The analytic
signal approach provides not only unique amplitude-phase representation, weak positivity, and further pointwise non-negativity of
the phase derivative but also an approach to treat non-smooth signals. Later, we give a detailed account on analytic signals and MCs.

Unless otherwise specified, later, the notation s represents a real-valued or a complex-valued signal with finite energy in the
underlying time interval.

1. If s is a signal defined on the unit circle or the real line, then

As D
1

2
.sC iHs/ (4)

is called the analytic signal associated with s, where H is Hilbert transformation in the context that in the unit circle case is circular
Hilbert transformation. We also write As as sC. In the unit circle case, sC is conventionally replaced by sC C c0

2 , where c0 is the
0-th Fourier coefficient of s. The Fourier expansion of s and its associated analytic signal are given respectively by the following:

s.eit/ D

1X
kD�1

ckeikt , sC.eit/ D

1X
kD0

ckeikt . (5)

A signal s itself is said to be an analytic signal if and only if As D s. In such case, s itself has to be complex valued.
2. It is easy to see that s is an analytic signal if and only if

Hs D �i.s � c0/. (6)

Furthermore, s is analytic with finite energy if and only if s is the (non-tangential) boundary limit (BL) of an analytic function in
the unit disk, still denoted by s.z/, in the Hardy H2 space defined by the following:

H2 D

(
s : D! C j s.z/ D

1X
kD0

ckzk ,
1X

kD0

jckj
2 <1

)
, (7)

where D stands for the open unit disk. For the relevant knowledge of the Hardy space and the Hilbert transformation, we refer
to [44]. The correspondence between analytic signals of finite energy on the boundary and analytic functions in the Hardy space
is an isometry. That gives reasons to use the same notation for the analytic functions and their BLs. We usually denote the BL
function by s.eit/ D �.t/ei�.t/, �.t/ � 0, and �.t/ being real valued. In this notation, �.t/ is a.e. determined, but � not due to the
fact that trigonometric functions are 2�-periodic.

3. If s 2 H2, then with the self-explanatory notation s.reit/ D �r.t/ei�r.t/, �r � 0, �r real-valued, 0 � r < 1, �r is determined, and
due to smoothness of analytic functions, �r is determined up to an integer multiple of 2� . By taking derivative with respect to t
to both sides of the aforementioned relation, for z D reit , we have the following:

d

dt
�r.t/ D Re

�
zs0.z/

s.z/

�
,

d

dt
�r.t/ D ��r.t/Im

�
zs0.z/

s.z/

�
. (8)

It is a basic property of the functions in the Hardy space that when r! 1�, both s.reit/ and �r.t/ have pointwise non-zero limits,
a.e., that coincide with s.eit/ and �.t/.

4. Let s be a signal with finite energy, and
As.z/ D �r.t/e

i�r.t/. (9)

Then �r is called analytic amplitude of s at the level r, and �r is analytic phase of s at the level r. If s is real valued, then sr.t/ D
�r.t/ cos �r.t/.

If for a.e. t, the derivative of the analytic phase function �r.t/ has a non-negative limit as r! 1�; that is,

lim
r!1�

d

dt
�r.t/ � 0, a.e., (10)

then s is said to be an MC. The a.e. non-negative (measurable) limit function is denoted � 0.t/, called the IF (function) of s. Note that � 0.t/
should be considered only as a notation but not as a derivative of �.t/; the latter may not be determined and may not be differentiable.

For a general signal of finite energy, a differentiable phase function � may not exist. However, if the analytic function As has an
analytic continuation across eit0 , then in a neighborhood of eit0 , the r-level analytic phase function �r and its derivative � 0r .t/ both have
smooth continuations across the boundary that corresponds to r D 1. Denote �1 D � , we have the following:

lim
r!1�

� 0r .t/ D �
0.t/. (11)
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In such case, the notation � 0.t/ coincides with the derivative of the phase function, justifying the notation. In general cases, if the
pointwise limit in (10) a.e. exists (but not necessarily a.e. non-negative), then the limit function is called analytic phase derivative of s
(but not necessarily IF, which must be non-negative).

If s is an MC, and there exists r0 < 1 such that d
dt �r.t/ � 0 for all r 2 Œr0, 1/ and all t 2 Œ0, 2��, then we say that s is an NMC. If s is an MC

but not an NMC, then we say that s is an ANMC. Note that the class of MCs is closed under the multiplication operation but not addition.
If an analytic signal s is not an MC, then we say that it is a multi-component. An analytic signal s is said to be a pre-MC if eits.t/ is an MC.

We note that for a signal of finite energy, its analytic signal As, in general, may not be differentiable. The Hilbert transformation
usually reduces the smoothness. In general cases, analytic phase derivative � 0 should not be assumed to exist in the classical sense.
This is why the limit approach from the r-level analytic function is adopted. In many situations, such as in the inner functions case in the
Nevenlinna factorization formulation [44] and the Sobolev spaces case, it can be shown that the non-tangential limits (10) exist [26, 28].
Such rigorous formulation of the MC concept is necessary for theoretical development of functional and signal analysis. Based on this
approach, not only a signal analysis theory [24, 28, 29] but also a general frequency-mean and time-mean, deviation, and covariance
(versus [7], for instance) theory [26], as well as the theory of all-pass filters and signals of minimum phase, are established [25].

We note that not all analytic signals are MCs. For instance, outer functions in the Nevanlinna factorization formulation are analytic
signals but not MCs [24]. MCs form a large pool, including BLs of Möbius transforms [27, 30], BLs of finite and infinite Blaschke products,
BLs of singular inner functions [28], BLs of starlike and p-starlike functions [29], and BLs of modified (weighted) Blaschke products [34,
45, 46]. AFD described in the following section makes use of modified Blaschke products (as given in Example 1), which are particular
types of p-starlike functions.

Example 1
A modified Blaschke product of order n is the product between a Blaschke product of n�1 zeros and a normalized Szegö (reproducing)
kernel of the Hardy space, which reads as follows:

s1.z/ D Bn.z/ D Bb1,:::,bn.z/ D ebn.z/
n�1Y
lD1

z � bl

1 � Nblz
, (12)

where b1, : : : , bn are arbitrary complex numbers in the unit disk and ebn is the normalized Szegö kernel given by (20). A modified
Blaschke product is theoretically a pre-MC but often an NMC. In particular, if one of the bk ’s is 0, then Bn is an NMC [33]. For instance,
by taking .b1, : : : , b5/ D .0, 0.1455 C 0.6335i,�0.6027 C 0.2434i,�0.2646 � 0.5937i, 0.5218 � 0.3875i/, the corresponding B5.z/ is a
four-starlike function and therefore an NMC.

Example 2
Let s2.t/ D 2 cos t cos 2t. The associated analytic signal is A.s/ D 2 cos tei2t D ei3t C eit D 2j cos tjei�.t/, where �.t/ D 2t C �.t/ and
�.t/ D

P1
kD�1.�1/k�.��=2Ck� ,�=2Ck��.t/ is a step function. Because �r.t/ has analytic continuation across all points eit except the

(isolated) discontinuous points of �.t/, the limit � 0r .t/ a.e. exists and equals to 2. Therefore, s2.t/ is an MC. We note, however, that it is
not an NMC, but only an ANMC. The plot of the example shows that for any small r < 1, there always exists some open interval of t
around � , on which the phase derivatives � 0r .t/ are negative.

Example 3
The signal s3.eit/ D .3C 2 cos t/ cos 3t is the real part of the analytic signal As3.eit/ D ei4tC 3ei3tC ei2t , being the BL of the Hardy space
function As3.z/ D z4 C 3z3 C z2. The analytic amplitude-phase representation of s3 is with �.t/ D 3C 2 cos t > 0 and �.t/ D 3t. The
Hardy space function has analytic continuation across the entire unit circle with the phase derivative � 0.t/ D 3 > 0. Therefore, s3 is
an NMC. This example already shows that an MC can be written as a sum of several other MCs. A signal being an MC or not does not
depend on how many pieces of other MCs it can be decomposed into but depends on whether it can be reduced to one single piece
of analytic signal �.t/ei�.t/ with � � 0, � 0 � 0, a.e.

Example 4
A more sophisticated example of the same type but with nonlinear phases is given by the BL function of the following:

s4.z/ D .3C h.z//F4.z/, (13)

where

F2.z/ D
z

1 � Na2z
, F4.z/ D

z2

1 � Na4z

z � a2

1 � Na2z
,

a2anda4 belong to the unit disk, and, with z� D 1=Nz,

h.z/ D F2.z/C F2.z�/ D
z

1 � Na2z
C

1

z � a2
. (14)

Note that F2 and F4 are respectively some orders 2 and 4 modified Blaschke products.
Substituting the expressions of F2 and F4 into the definition formula of s4, we see that s4 is in the Hardy space, and therefore, its BL

is an analytic signal. Because the poles of the constructing rational functions are all outside the closed unit disk, s4.z/ has its analytic
continuation across the whole unit circle. h.z/ is real valued when z D eit . Therefore,

s4.e
it/ D .3C 2�2.t/ cos �2.t//�4.t/e

i�4.t/, (15)
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where Fk.eit/ D �k.t/ei�k.t/, k D 2, 4, with j�.t/j D js4.eit/j D .3C 2�2.t/ cos �2.t//�4.t/ > 0 and the phase derivatives of s4 coincide
with those of the modified Blaschke product F4, viz., � 04.t/, and thus be positive. Further analysis shows that s4 is an NMC. Now, because
the zero a2 of F4.z/ kills the sole pole a2 of h.z/, h.z/F4.z/ is analytic in the unit disk and even across the boundary. Similarly to the
analysis in Example 2, we can show that, restricted to the boundary,

h.eit/F4.e
it/ D 2�2.t/ cos �2.t/e

i�4.t/ (16)

is an ANMC. Thus, s4.eit/ can be expressed as a sum of two MCs, viz., 3F4.eit/ and h.eit/F4.eit/. On the other hand, (13) and (2) imply
the following:

s4.z/ D 3F4.z/C F2.z/F4.z/C F2.z/
z

1 � Na4z
. (17)

The last factor in the aforementioned formula is a starlike function and hence an NMC. Therefore, s4 is a sum of three NMCs. This
example shows that an MC can be decomposed into sums of MCs in different ways. All MCs involved in the decompositions of s4, as
well as s4 itself, are of non-constant amplitude and nonlinear phase. It is common that an MC can be decomposed into finite or infinite
sums of some other types of MCs.

3. Core adaptive Fourier decomposition and n-Best adaptive Fourier decomposition

Let s be a real-valued signal. Adopting the notation used in (1) to (4), it is easy to deduce the following:

s D 2ResC � c0. (18)

Thus, MC decomposition of f is reduced to that of sC. The AFD, or alternatively core AFD, decomposition of fC is given by the following:

sC.eit/ D

1X
kD1

hsk , eak iBk.e
it/, (19)

where s1 D sC, Bk are the consecutive modified Blaschke products given by (12) and eak ’s denote the L2-normalized parameterized
reproducing or Szegö kernels given by the following:

eak .e
it/ D

p
1 � jakj2

1 � Nakeit
. (20)

sk.e
it/ D

sk�1.eit/ � hsk�1, eak�1ieak�1.e
it/

eit�ak�1
1�Nak�1eit

, k D 1, 2, : : : . (21)

For each k, the operator mapping sk�1 to sk given by (21) is called the generalized backward shift operator induced by ak�1. The points

ak D arg max
np

1 � jbj2jsk.b/j : b 2 the unit disk
o

. (22)

The existence of such ak inside the unit disk rests on the maximal selection principle [47] proved for general Hardy space functions
[29, 33]. The adaptive TM system fBng in (12) is orthonormal. It is not necessary to be a basis but expands the given signal sC, and
therefore, s.

In the algorithm, the recursive computation ceases at the smallest N that makes (23) hold:

ksCk2 �

NX
kD1

.1 � jakj
2/jsk.ak/j

2 � ". (23)

Based on the relation (18), the corresponding expansion for the originally real-valued signal s is as follows:

s D 2Re

(
1X

kD1

hsk , eak iBk

)
� c0

�

NX
kD1

�k.t/ cos �k.t/ � c0, (24)

where

�k.t/e
i�k.t/ D 2hsk , eak iBk.e

it/.

Practically, we take the initial value a1 D 0, for, in such case, each entry, Bk in the decomposition series is an NMC, as well as for all k and
all t [33],

0 < � 0k.t/ < �
0
kC1.t/. (25)
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Theorem 1
(Orthogonality of real expansion) Let a1 D 0. Then for arbitrary a2, : : : , aN, the real TM expansion defined by a1, a2, : : : , aN through (24)
is an orthogonal expansion.

For a proof, see Appendices.
In core AFD, the selection of a1, : : : , an is of the one by one manner. The simultaneous selection of all the ak for k D 1, : : : , n to make

the left-hand-side of (23) (objective function) be minimized is called n-Best AFD, and the corresponding function

nX
kD1

hsk , eak iBk.e
it/ (26)

is called an n-Best Blaschke form. To find an n-Best Blaschke form is equivalent to find an n-Best rational approximation, as described
later.

Let f 2 H2. Find a rational function Qp=Qq in H2, Qp and Qq are co-prime polynomials, deg .Qp/, deg.Qq/ � n, such that

kf �
Qp

Qq
k D min kf �

p

q
k, (27)

where p, q are polynomials satisfying the same conditions as Qp, Qq. The existence of a solution of this optimization problem was proved
more than a half century ago [35, 36, 48, 49], and thereafter, but a practical algorithm to get a solution is an open problem until now.
In [35], Qian proposes a method, called cyclic AFD algorithm that offers a local solution (called local algorithm). It, however, is practical:
When the optimization problem has only one critical point, then the cyclic AFD algorithm converges to the critical point. Cyclic AFD
algorithm selects better and better n-tuples of parameters to form n-Blaschke forms converging to a solution locally minimizing the
objective function given in (23). In general situation, performing cyclic AFD algorithm on a collection of initial n-tuples with sufficient
density, one can obtain all critical points and thus obtain the global n-Best Blaschke products and thus solutions of the n-Best rational
approximation. Besides cyclic AFD, there exist other local algorithms, including RARL2, being available from INRIA, France [50].

The core AFD algorithm is given in [40]. The cyclic AFD algorithm is given in [35]. Algorithm codes of core AFD and cyclic AFD
algorithm are available from the webpage address http://www.fst.umac.mo/en/staff/fsttq.html. This paper uses, among the two AFD
algorithms there, the one with the main function find_poles.

4. Principles of adaptive Fourier decomposition-based time-frequency distributions

From now on, we assume that s is square integrable with energy 1; that is, ksk2 D 1. The Dirac-type TFD aspects are discussed for MCs
and multi-components in Subsections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.

4.1. Mono-component time-frequency distribution

4.1.1. Time-frequency distribution. If s is an MC, no matter real-valued or complex-valued, the MC TFD of s.t/ D �.t/ cos �.t/ or s.t/ D
�.t/ei�.t/, �.t/ D js.t/j (TFD of s) is defined to be the following:

P.t,!/ D �2.t/ı.! � � 0.t//. (28)

4.1.2. Marginal distribution. The !-marginal distribution is as follows:

P!.t/ D

Z 1
0

P.t,!/d!

D

Z 1
0

�2.t/ı.! � � 0.t//d! D �2.t/.

(29)

The t-marginal distribution is as follows:

Pt.!/ D

Z 2�

0
P.t,!/dt

D
X

ti2� 0
�1.!/

�2.ti/=j�
00.ti/j,

(30)

where

� 0
�1
.!/ D fti j �

0.ti/ D !g

and the last equal relation (30) is referred to Chapter IV, 4.7, [7].
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4.1.3. Total energy. Fubini’s theorem implies the following:

Z Z
P.t,!/dtd! D

Z 2�

0
P!.t/dt D

Z 1
0

Pt.!/d! D 1, (31)

where Z 2�

0
P!.t/dt D

Z 2�

0
�2.t/dt D ksk2 D 1 D

D

Z 1
0

Pt.!/d! D

Z 1
0

X
ti2� 0

�1
.!/

�2.ti/=j�
00.ti/jd!.

4.1.4. Spectrum density (frequency density). Define the IF spectrum density by the following:

OS.!/ :D P1=2
t .!/ D

s X
ti2� 0

�1.!/

�2.ti/=j� 00.ti/j. (32)

The Fourier series spectrum density is known to be the following:

Os.n/ D
1
p

2�

Z 2�

0
s.t/e�intdt. (33)

By (31), we have the Plancherel theorems:

kOsk2 D ksk2 D kOSk2, (34)

where the first equal relation is classical and the second is a new Plancherel theorem for IF.

4.1.5. Mean of instantaneous frequency and mean of Fourier frequency. We have the following remarkable relations between the mean
of Fourier frequency, the mean of the IF, and the mean of the TFD:

h!iOs D h�
0is D h!iP , (35)

where for point measure dn.!/ at the non-negative integers

h!iOs D

Z 1
0

!jOs.!/j2dn.!/, h� 0is D

Z 2�

0
� 0.t/js.t/j2dt,

and

h!iP D

Z 1
0

Z 2�

0
!�2.t/ı.! � � 0.t//d!dt

D

Z 1
0

!jOS.!/j2d!.

(36)

The last relation shows that h!iP can also be denoted h!iOS. The first equal relation in (35) is referred to (1.91), §1.5, Ch. 1, [7], and also to
[26], while it takes into account that Fourier transforms of MCs are supported in Œ0,1/.

The second equal relation is new, proved through the following:

Z 1
0

!jOS.!/j2d! D

Z 1
0

!
X

ti2� 0
�1.!/

�2.ti/=j�
00.ti/jd!

D

Z 1
0

!

Z 2�

0
�2.t/ı.! � � 0.t//dtd!

D

Z 2�

0
�2.t/dt

Z 1
0

!ı.! � � 0.t//d!

D

Z 2�

0
� 0.t/�2.t/dt.

(37)
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4.1.6. Conditional means of frequency in time-frequency distribution. The important feature of IF is that the conditional mean of TFD at
the time moment t is IF itself:

h!iP,t D
1

P!.t/

Z 1
0

!P.t,!/d! D � 0.t/, (38)

being consistent with the idea of MTFD for MCs. The relation is proved by invoking the property of the Dirac distribution and the value
of the marginal distribution P!.t/. It can be easily shown for any positive integer k; there hold

h!kiP,t D �
0k.t/ D h!ikP,t . (39)

By defining

h!kiP D

Z 2�

0
h!kiP,tP!.t/dt, (40)

we have

h!kiP D

Z 2�

0
� 0

k
.t/js.t/j2dt D h� 0kis. (41)

This is a generalization of the second equality in (35). The first equality of (35) cannot be such generalized. For Fourier frequency,
the relation

h!kiOs D h�
0kis (42)

holds only for k D 1 (Chapter I, 1.5., (1.90), (1.98), [7]).

4.1.7. Standard deviations. The conditional standard deviation of TFD at the time moment t is as follows:

�2
P,!=t.t/ D

1

P!.t/

Z 1
0

.! � h!iP,t/
2P.t,!/d!

D h!2iP,t � h!i
2
P,t

D � 0
2
.t/ � � 02.t/ D 0.

(43)

The last relation implies a strong uncertainty principle for the conditional standard deviation for MCs (see later). Thanks to this relation
and the general formula (4.71) in §4, Ch.4, [7], that is,

�2
P,! D

Z 2�

0
�2

P,!=t.t/P!.t/dtC

Z 2�

0
.h!iP,t � h!iP/

2P!.t/dt, (44)

we have

�2
P,! D

Z 2�

0

�
� 0.t/ � h� 0.t/i

�2
js.t/j2dt

D h� 0i2s � h�
02is D �

2
IF .

(45)

4.1.8. Conditional mean of time in time-frequency distribution. Define

htliP,! D
1

Pt.!/

Z 2�

0
tlP.t,!/dt, l D 1, 2, : : : . (46)

It can be directly verified

htliP,! D
1

Pt.!/

Z 2�

0
tlP.t,!/dt

D
1R 2�

0 �2.t/ı.! � � 0.t//dt

Z 2�

0
tl�2.t/ı.! � � 0.t//dt

D

P
ti2� 0

�1.!/ tl
i�

2.ti/=j�
00.ti/jP

ti2� 0
�1.!/ �

2.ti/=j� 00.ti/j
.

(47)

Further defining

htliP D

Z 1
0
htliP,!Pt.!/d!, (48)

through a direct computation, we have

htliP D ht
lis. (49)
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4.1.9. Standard deviation of time.

�2
P,t=! D ht

2iP,! � hti
2
P,! , (50)

and

�2
P,t D ht

2iP � hti
2
P

D

Z 1
0

X
ti2� 0

�1.!/

t2
i �

2.ti/=j�
00.ti/jd!

�

0@Z 1
0

X
ti2� 0

�1.!/

ti�
2.ti/=j�

00.ti/jd!

1A2

.

(51)

4.1.10. Covariance. The mean of t! for the TFD is as follows:

ht!iP D

Z 1
0

Z 2�

0
t!�2.t/ı.! � � 0.t//dtd!

D

Z 2�

0
t� 0.t/�2.t/dt.

(52)

The covariance for TFD is as follows:

CovP
t,! , ht!iP � htiPh!iP

D

Z 2�

0
t� 0.t/�2.t/dt � htih!i

, Covs
t,! ,

(53)

where Covs
t,! is referred as covariance of the signal [7].

4.1.11. Uncertainty principle for time-frequency distribution. For an MC signal s D �ei�.t/, we have the following uncertainty principle
for the TFD:

Theorem 2

�2
P,!�

2
P,t � ŒCOVs

t,! �
2 � ŒCovP

t,! �
2, (54)

where

COVs
t,! D

Z 2�

0
j.t � htiP/.�

0.t/ � h� 0.t/i/j�2.t/dt (55)

is called absolute covariance of s.

See Appendices for a proof. We remark that it is due to the relation (43) that the usual additive constant 1=4 is not involved in (54),
being compared with the classical uncertainty principle. This means that the observation errors for MCs can be significantly reduced.

4.2. Multi-components time-frequency distribution

Assume that s is a multi-component with unit energy. Performing an orthogonal MC decomposition for s, we obtain the following:

s D
X

k

sk , (56)

where each sk is an MC. A realization of orthogonal MC decomposition is n-Best AFD in which each sk is an MC of the form �k.t/ei�k.t/ or
�k.t/ cos �k.t/. We note that if a signal is a finite combination of sinusoid functions of integer-frequencies (a finite Fourier series), then
n-Best AFD for large enough n can reproduce the expansion.

4.2.1. Explicit formula of instantaneous frequency. The instantaneous amplitude �k.t/ is explicitly given by the following:

�k.t/ D jhsk , eak iBk.e
it/j D jhsk , eak ieak .e

it/j.

Calculation gives

�
0

k.t/ D
jakj cos.t � �ak / � jakj

2

1 � 2jakj cos.t � �ak /C jakj2
C

k�1X
lD1

1 � jalj
2

1 � 2jalj cos.t � �al /C jalj2
, (57)

where ak D jakjei�ak .
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4.2.2. Time-frequency distribution of multi-components. Define the TFD of a multi-component s by the following:

P.t,!/ D
X

k

Pk.t,!/, (58)

where Pk is the Dirac-type TFD of the composing MC sk . Denote

Qs D .s1, : : : , sk , : : :/, (59)

QOs D .Os1, : : : , Osk , : : :/, (60)

fjsj2 D .js1j
2, : : : , jskj

2, : : :/, (61)

e� 0 D .� 01, : : : , � 0k , : : :/, (62)

f
� 0

l
D .� 01

l , : : : , � 0k
l , : : :/, l D 1, 2, : : : , (63)

eOS D .OS1, : : : , OSk , : : :/. (64)

4.2.3. Marginal distribution, total energy, and spectrum density. For a multi-component TFD, there holds

P!.t/ D

Z 1
0

X
k

Pk.t,!/d! D
X

k

jsk.t/j
2 D jQsj2. (65)

The t-marginal distribution is as follows:

Pt.!/ D

Z 2�

0

X
k

Pk.t,!/dt

D
X

k

X
tk,i2�

0
k
�1
.!/

�2
k .tk,i/=j�

00
k .tk,i/j

D j
QOS.!/j2.

(66)

The last quantity is called multi-component spectrum density.
The analog of (34) (the Plancherel theorems) is as follows:

keOsk2 D kQsk2 D k
eOS.!/k2 D 1. (67)

4.2.4. Mean of instantaneous frequency and mean of Fourier frequency. The analogy of (35) is as follows:Z 1
0

!jeOs.!/j2dn.!/ D

Z 2�

0
he� 0.t/, Ajsj2.t/idt

D

Z 1
0

!j
eOS.!/j2d!,

(68)

which can be proved by using (35). The second part of the equal relations in (35) can be extended to the following:Z 2�

0
he� 0 l.t/, Ajsj2.t/idt D

Z 1
0

! lj
eOS.!/j2d!, l D 1, 2, : : : , (69)

while the first part cannot. See the remarks for MCs given in Subsection 4.1.5.

4.2.5. Conditional mean of instantaneous frequency. The instantaneous moments for IF are as follows:

h! liP,t D
1

P!.t/

Z 1
0

! lP.t,!/d!

D

P
k.�
0
k/

l.t/jsk.t/j2P
k jsk.t/j2

, l D 1, 2, : : : .

(70)

When l D 1, we obtain the mean of IF at time moment t:

N�
0

.t/ D

PN
kD1 �

0

k.t/�
2
k .t/PN

kD1 �
2
k .t/

. (71)
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N�
0
.t/ is time varying that can be treated as a candidate for IF of the original f . The mean of IF N�

0
.t/ can be compared with the mean of

the Fourier frequency< l >D
P

ljclj
2=
P
jclj

2, which is a constant.
The global mean of the frequency is as follows:

h!iP D

Z 2�

0
h!iP,tP!.t/dt D

Z 2�

0

X
k

� 0k.t/jsk.t/j
2dt. (72)

This is the quantity treated in the equality chain (68).

4.2.6. Standard deviation of frequency. The conditional standard deviation of IF at the time moment t for a multi-component is
as follows:

�2
P,!=t.t/ D h!

2iP,t � h!i
2
P,t

D

P
k.�
0
k/

2.t/jsk.t/j2P
k jsk.t/j2

�

�P
k �
0
k.t/jsk.t/j2P
k jsk.t/j2

�2

.
(73)

Therefore,

�2
P,! D h!

2iP � h!i
2
P

D

Z 2�

0

X
k

.� 0k/
2.t/jsk.t/j

2dt�

�

 Z 2�

0

X
k

� 0k.t/jsk.t/j
2dt

!2

.

(74)

4.2.7. Standard deviation of time. The conditional moments of time are as follows:

htliP,! D
1

Pt.!/

Z 2�

0
tlP.t,!/dt

D

P
k

P
tk,i2�

0
k
�1
.!/

tl
k,i�

2
k .tk,i/=j�

00
k .tk,i/jP

k

P
tk,i2�

0
k
�1
.!/

�2
k .tk,i/=j�

00
k .tk,i/j

,

l D 1, 2, : : : .

(75)

The standard deviation for t is as follows:

�2
P,t D ht

2iP � hti
2
P

D

Z 1
0

X
k

X
tk,i2�

0
k
�1
.!/

t2
k,i�

2.tk,i/=j�
00.tk,i/jd!

�

0B@Z 1
0

X
k

X
tk,i2�

0
k
�1
.!/

tk,i�
2.tk,i/=j�

00.tk,i/jd!

1CA
2

.

(76)

5. Experiment results

There are four experiments conducted in this paper. Experiment 1 shows that an MC can be expressed either as a single component
or as a sum of other MCs. Experiment 2 demonstrates that our proposed n-Best AFD-based TFD has higher resolution in a specifically
designed function by Daubechies. Experiment 3 illustrates that our proposed approach works well to at least certain practical signals.
Experiment 4 demonstrates that our proposed n-Best AFD-based TFD is robust to Gaussian white noise.

5.1. Experiment 1

Graphical illustrations of Example 4 in Section 2 are provided in Experiment 1 with the following parameters:

a2 D 0.14495C 0.62206i,

a4 D �0.51325 � 0.075967i.

It is an MC. Figure 1 gives an MTFD as a single component. Figure 2 shows that an MTFD can be given by a sum of three NMCs with
energy concentration in a restricted area. Figures 3, 4, and 5 show respectively the TFDs by WVD, smoothed WVD, and polynomial WVD.
Its WVD, smoothed WVD, and polynomial WVD are plotted by TFSA 6.0 [51] with the parameters 255 of Laq window length in WVD and
smoothed WVD and 512 of data window length in polynomial WVD (order 4), respectively. In all the distributions, FFT length is 4096,
and frequency zoom max is 0.02. All the other parameters are chosen by default. The parameters of window length and FFT length are
optimally selected in the ranges 63–512 and 255–4096, respectively. There is no parameter selection issue for n-Best AFD-based TFD.
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Figure 1. The mono-component in Example 4. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 2. The mono-component in Example 4 can be decomposed into a sum of three normal mono-components. [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 3. The mono-component in Example 4 under Wigner–Ville distribution. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Time-frequency distributions of the Wigner type suffer from the cross-term problem. It is commonly agreed that applied to MCs,
however, the cross-term problem does not show in Wigner-type TFDs. By nature, the proposed AFD-based TFDs, including the n-
Best AFD-based TFD, do not have cross-term problem at all, no matter being applied to MCs or multi-components. Figures 1–5 offer
examples for comparison between various TFDs of the WVD type and that for n-Best AFD applied to the MC given in Example 4. It
shows that all being free of cross-terms.

In all the TFDs, the colors indicate the energy densities represented by the square of the amplitude values. The latter three
figures show that the WVD methods have similar frequency density concentrations as the MTFDs. The MTFDs, however, are of much
clearer resolutions.
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Figure 4. The mono-component in Example 4 under smoothed Wigner–Ville distribution. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 5. The mono-component in Example 4 under polynomial Wigner–Ville distribution. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

5.2. Experiment 2

In Daubechies’s book [16], she designs the signal

f .t/ D sin.2�v1t/C sin.2�v2t/C 	Œı.t � t1/C ı.t � t2/�. (77)

This signal is used to demonstrate that it is hard to find suitable window widths in STFT to do accurate time-frequency analysis. This
example is selected in this paper to show that by using the proposed AFD-based TFD, we can obtain a result of high resolution. The
original signal is shown in Figure 6. In our experiment, the following parameters are chosen: 2�v1 D 50, 2�v2 D 100, t1 D 2916, t2 D

3000, and with 4096 samples. The original signal (77) is not an MC. It is a multi-component and decomposed by AFD. The AFD-based
TFD, smoothed WVD, and polynomial WVD are illustrated in Figures 7, 8, and 9, respectively. Smoothed WVD can usually reduce or
remove the cross-term effects [11]. It is used in our experiments for comparison of multi-component signals.

Smoothed WVD and polynomial WVD are plotted by TFSA 6.0 [51]. In smoothed WVD, Laq window length is 255. In polynomial
WVD (order 4), data window length is 512. FFT length is 2048. All the other parameters are chosen by default. The parameters of
window length and FFT length are selected in the ranges 63–511 and 256–4096, respectively. The parameter values chosen give rise to
promising resolutions. The AFD-based TFD shows higher resolution in both the major frequencies and the two pulses, and there is no
cross-term problem in our proposed approach.

5.3. Experiment 3

The data of Experiment 3 come from Whale data of the TFSA 6.0 package under demo signals [51]. The data contain 7000 points and
were collected at a sample rate of 8 kHz. The first 512 data points are chosen to produce n-Best AFD-based TFD, smoothed WVD, and
polynomial WVD. The latter two WVDs are plotted by TFSA 6.0. The parameters selected in TFSA 6.0 include 255 of Laq window length
in smoothed WVD and 256 of data window length in polynomial WVD (order 4), respectively. In both the distribution, FFT length is set
to be 1024. All the other parameters are chosen by default. The parameters of window length and FFT length are selected in the ranges
63–512 and 255–4096, respectively. The parameter values chosen result in optimal resolutions. In n-Best AFD, n is chosen to be 200,
and no further parameter selections are involved.
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Figure 6. The original signal of Experiment 2. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 7. The n-Best adaptive Fourier decomposition-based time-frequency distribution of Experiment 2. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 8. The smoothed Wigner–Ville distribution of Experiment 2. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 9. The polynomial Wigner–Ville distribution of Experiment 2. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Figure 10. The n-Best adaptive Fourier decomposition-based time-frequency distribution of Experiment 3. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlineli-
brary.com]

Figure 11. The smoothed Wigner–Ville distribution of Experiment 3. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 12. The polynomial Wigner–Ville distribution of Experiment 3. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figures 10, 11, and 12 give respectively multi-components time-frequency distribution (n-Best AFD-based TFD for multi-
components), smoothed WVD, and polynomial WVD, of the data. The latter two are similar but still different, while the first one is
apparently a different kind. They represent frequency distributions in their respective ways. The characteristic of the multi-components
time-frequency distribution is that the frequency curves do not overlap that illustrate the frequency levels from lower to higher with
high resolution.

The n-Best AFD-based mean IF is illustrated in Figure 13. Figure 14 shows the result of the peak of polynomial WVD-based IF estima-
tion. It is plotted by TFSA 6.0 [51] with the parameters 127 of Laq window length and 128 of FFT length. All the other parameters are
chosen by default. The experiment results show that AFD-based IF estimation provides reasonable IF values.
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Figure 13. The n-Best adaptive Fourier decomposition-based mean instantaneous frequency of Experiment 3. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlineli-
brary.com]

Figure 14. The peak of polynomial Wigner–Ville distribution-based instantaneous frequency of Experiment 3. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlineli-
brary.com]

Figure 15. The n-Best adaptive Fourier decomposition-based time-frequency distribution of Experiment 3 with Gaussian white noise. [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

5.4. Experiment 4

Experiment 4 is conducted for the noise influence analysis to the proposed TFD. The Gaussian white noise is added to the signal treated
in Experiment 3 with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.01. In the MC TFD, the noise does not show influence. The n-Best AFD-based
TFD with Gaussian white noise is shown in Figure 15.

6. Conclusion

Based on the well-developed AFD theory and, specifically, the n-Best AFD, a Dirac-type TFD is proposed. It is a practical approach for
ideal TFD. It works for all types of signals with finite energy. Based on the orthogonal AFD, the proposed TFD has most commonly
desired properties for a TFD, including the following:
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1. The TFD is non-negative.
2. The composing frequency values are all non-negative.
3. Marginal or conditional distribution at time t is identical with the energy density of the signal.
4. For MCs, the time t-conditional mean of the TFD is identical with the frequency value at the time t.
5. With the proposed spectrum density, we have a new Plancherel theorem generalizing the classical one.
6. A mean of IF is well defined being a reasonable candidate of the overall IF of the signal.
7. We prove a new uncertainty principle that shows that for MC, the observation errors are significantly reduced and a lower bound

is determined by a quantity called absolute covariance.
8. In both the MC and multi-component cases, the one and higher order deviations for the time t and for the frequency are all given

by explicit formulas.
9. The first moments of Fourier frequency are identical with that of IF and that of the TFD frequency. For higher moments, only the

latter two are identical. This shows that the TFD frequency is coherent with IF.

Compared with WVD, smoothed WVD, and polynomial WVD, the AFD-based Dirac-type TFD gives better resolution providing
detailed and precise information in terms of its composing frequencies. We note that resolutions of the proposed method are robust
under interference of zero mean noises because of the integration and the analytic transformations. Our examples on noise-corrupted
signals demonstrate this fact.

Appendix A. Proof of orthogonality of real expansion

Proof
Because a TM system is orthogonal, it suffices to show that, under the assumption a1 D 0, the real parts of any two orthogonal complex
entries in series expansion (26) are also orthogonal. We first assert that any analytic signal has a representation of the form x C iHx,
where x is a real-valued signal of finite energy. This is in contrast with the conventional sC D 1=2.sCiHs/Cc0=2. In fact, for a real-valued
signal s, we have the following:

sC D 1=2.sC iHs/C c0=2 D
sC c0=2

2
C iH

�
sC c0=2

2

�
, (A1)

verifying the assertion. Let Bk and Bl be two different modified Blaschke products of (26), l < k. Based on the aforementioned assertion,
we let Bl D xlC iyl , Bk D xkC iyk , where xl , yl , xk , yk are real-valued functions and yi D Hxi , i D l, k. If l D 1, then Bl D 1, and h1, Bki D 0,
implying h1, xki D 0. Now, assume 1 < l < k. It is easy to prove that the Hilbert transformation satisfies

H� D �H, H2 D �IC c0, (A2)

where the second relation is a consequence of (6). It is known that

hBk , Bli D 0. (A3)

Considering the real part of the left-hand side of (A3), we have the following:

0 D hxk , xli C hyk , yli

D hxk , xli C hHxk , Hxli

D hxk , xli C hxk ,�H2xli

D hxk , xli C hxk , xl � dli

D 2hx1, x2i,

(A4)

where we used the orthogonality h1, xki D 0, dl is the 0th-Fourier coefficient of xl . We thus conclude the orthogonality hx1, x2i D 0.

Appendix B. Proof of uncertainty principle for mono-components

�Z 2�

0
j.t � htiP/.�

0.t/ � h� 0.t/i/j�2.t/dt

	2

�

Z 2�

0
.t � htiP/

2�2.t/dt

Z 2�

0
.� 0.t/ � h� 0.t/i/2�2.t/dt

D

Z 2�

0

Z 1
0

.t � htiP/
2�2.t/ı.! � � 0.t//dtd!�2

P,!

D �2
P,t�

2
P,! .

(B1)
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On the other hand,

CovP
t,! D Covs

t,! D

Z 2�

0
t� 0.t/�2.t/dt � htih!i

D

Z 2�

0
.t � htiP/.�

0.t/ � h� 0.t/i/�2.t/dt

� COVs
t,! .

(B2)
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